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Permits for foreign fishing will be granted only after the optimum yield for the par-

ticular fishery is determined and only if there exists a portion of the optimum yield which

will not be caught by American vessels. Permits are obtained by annual application to the

Secretary of State for each vessel wishing to fish in the zone. Applications must be stock

specific and give detailed information about the area and season for the fishing as well as

the fishing effort to be undertaken. Four erlterla are listed in the Act for the allottment
of the permits: i) whether the foreign state has traditionally fished i_% the fishery;

2) whether the foreign state has contributed to fishery research and the identification of

fishery resources; 3) whether the foreign state has cooperated with the United States in

conserving and managing fishery resources; and 4) any other considerations which seem
appropziate. Even without the last criterion the provisions are quite broad, hut with the

inclusion of the last open-ended requirement, it is evident that great discretion is granted
in the allocation of the permits.

ENFOKCEMENT

The provisions of the Act are to be enforced by the Secretary of Commerce and the

Secretary of the department in which the Coast Guard is functioning. However, both secretaries
are permitted to use the services, personnel, facilities and equipment of any other federal

agency, ineluding_the Department of Defense. Enforcement may be carried out by arrest,

boarding, search, inspection and seizure of the vessels, fish, or other evldence--wlth or
without a warrant. The Coast Guard intends to use ships, planes and satellites to spot

violators. It is also seeking more equipment such as the night illumination de_Ise used

by _he Defense Department in Vietnam to increase its flexibility and effectiveness. The

Guard has experimented with it attached to surveillance aircraft while patrolling West Coast

fishing areas. Although the Coast Guard does not expect to catch all violators, it believes

that active fishing areas which require heavy surveillance will remain the same at least
for the present time.
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